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Abstract

This work is focused on the multilevel control of the population confinement in the city of Buenos Aires and

its surroundings due to the pandemic generated by the COVID-19 outbreak. The model used here is known

as SEIRD and two objectives are sought: a time-varying identification of the infection rate and the inclusion

of a controller. A control differential equation has been added to regulate the transitions between confinement

and normal life, according to five different levels. The plasma treatment from recovered patients has also

been considered in the control algorithm. Using the proposed strategy the ICU occupancy is reduced, and as

a consequence, the number of deaths is also decreased.
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1. Introduction

The epidemiological outbreak of the novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), as named by the World

Health Organization on 11 February 2020 [1], has arisen during December 2019 in Wuhan, the Chinese city

located in the province of Hubei, of 11 million people. Thus, since the detection of the first COVID-19 cases,

the outbreak has turned into a global health crisis with more than 12 million infected and half a million deaths5

worldwide to date [1]. Within this context, considering that vaccines or other pharmaceutical interventions

have not yet been developed to mitigate the disease expansion, the majority of countries have considered so-

cial distancing as the unique response to contain and positively deal with the pandemic growth. Essentially,

social distancing prevents the saturation of the health systems due to a large amount of COVID-19 patients si-

multaneously requiring medical care. The first global experience of social distancing implementation, through10

lockdown policies was on January 23, when residents of Wuhan were ordered to stay indoors for an indefinite
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Figure 1: Map of the AMBA region taken from [28]. The maps of Argentina, the province of Buenos Aires, the cities contained in the

AMBA region, and the city of Buenos Aires (capital city of Argentina), which is also part of the AMBA, are shown.

time. After that day, each country has applied lockdown policies with different characteristics depending on

several local and political factors.

Within the literature, several mathematical models have been considered to study the dynamics, causes,

and key factors of pandemic outbreaks, and also used to forecast the spreading trend of diseases [2]. Thus,15

with the aim of efficiently administrate lockdown interventions, widely studied classical epidemiological mod-

els [3, 4], have been immediately considered and adapted to the COVID-19 case to obtain reliable estimates

of its epidemiological characteristics, such as the transmission dynamics. Thus, as soon as the COVID-19

outbreak appeared, some mathematical models have been proposed to describe its dynamics from different

points of view. For example, the epidemiological description for the Chinese case has been addressed by20

Tang et al. [5] and He et al. [6] using classical discrete compartmental models, essentially based on Binomial

and Poisson probability distributions, which appeared as extensions of the well-known SIR model [2]. In

addition, the Chinese case has been also studied by Lin et al. [7], using a deterministic SIR-based approach.

Similarly, the Japanese case has been also addressed by Kuniya [8] using a SEIR model, which is fitted using

a recursive least mean square approach. Using the estimation approach presented by Kuniya [8], the case25

of the Metropolitan Area of Buenos Aires (AMBA), depicted in Fig. 1, which includes the city of Buenos

Aires and 40 neighbouring cities, has been addressed using mobility information to daily adapt the model by

Tagliazucchi et al. [9], using a SEIR-based model considering mild, moderate, and hospitalized individuals.

In addition, a detailed discussion about epidemiological models and their main features (stochastic or deter-

ministic, discrete or continuous-time, etc) has been provided by Tagliazucchi et al. [9] for the AMBA case,30

from a precise mathematical perspective.

The first infected case in Argentina, was reported on March 3, imported by a passenger traveling to Buenos
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Aires from Milan, Italy [10], one of the main European epicenters of the pandemic [1], while the first death

was on March 7. Considering the Chinese and European experiences, to prepare the health system before a

local outbreak, Argentina applied a hard lockdown on March 20. During the following months, even though35

the lockdown intervention was extended, five different phases were used to adapt this measure to the evolution

and requirements of each region across the country. However, despite the efforts made by the government to

anticipate the events, to date (mid-July) Argentina has reported more than 1,700 deaths and 90,000 infected

cases [1]. The AMBA region is presently the local epicenter of the pandemic, containing more than 91% of

the cases of the country in an area that represents only 0.14% of Argentina’s surface [10].40

Within this framework, using the possibility provided by mathematical models, control systems and dy-

namic strategies play a decisive role in defining efficient lockdown policies. The management of these in-

terventions together with strategies that aid in reducing, for example, the disease growth, social fatigue, and

the negative economical impact of the lockdown protocols, can be efficiently improved using control theory.

Considering the recent literature of control theory applied to the COVID-19 case, Casella [11] challenges45

the applicability of control strategies based on daily reports, from a theoretical control perspective, and, at

the same time, proposes a control methodology. Based on the dynamical features of the COVID-19 prob-

lem, optimization based control strategies, such as model predictive control (MPC), have been presented for

the Brazilian [12], French [13], and German [14] cases. Particularly, Köhler et al. [14], considering model

uncertainty, tackles the problem from a robust control point of view [15, 16] to extend the applicability of50

the control strategy to a more realistic case. Optimal control strategies are beginning to be explored for the

Argentinian case [17]. However, there is no application of an automatic control methodology that addresses

the COVID-19 problem for Argentina.

Based on the work presented by Morato et al. [12], in this study a control algorithm is proposed for

the AMBA case, while a SEIRD model is fitted using actual Argentine data to design a realistic control55

strategy. Particularly, the control law presented here has the purpose of minimizing the intensive care unit

(ICU) occupancy and is based on two control actions: alternating between different lockdown levels and the

reduction of critically infected patients using plasma donation from recovered ones. The reduction of the

ICU occupancy is the main performance objective, although as a consequence, a significant reduction in the

number of deceased is also achieved. It is important to note that, in terms of the real applicability of control60

strategies for the COVID-19 problem, the control methodology presented in this work considers the already

implemented lockdown phases. Consequently, the control law proposed in this study is based upon several

discrete levels of actuation, which are intrinsically linked to the severity of the different phases considered in

lockdown interventions. Within this context, the inclusion of the ICU occupancy as a control objective, the

consideration of the effect of plasma donation therapy, the discrete levels of actuation, as well as the adaptive65
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estimation of the main epidemic model parameter, are worth highlighting. Additionally, a precise stability

analysis for the control strategy presented in this study is provided using classical results from polytopic

linear parameter varying (LPV) systems.

This work has been submitted on July 21st, 2020, and the data from which the model and controller have

been designed was updated to July 7th. In all cases, as mentioned before, the data considered in this study has70

been taken from the reports provided by the corresponding official health authorities. The model estimation

and control methodology presented here, even though constrained to the AMBA case, can be adapted to

diverse dynamical epidemiological situations and different countries, as shown for AMBA-Argentina and

Spain. Additionally, to date, it is worth noting that the epidemiological situation for the AMBA case has not

been studied in detail, beyond the results presented by Tagliazucchi et al. [9]. Here, an innovative approach is75

presented in terms of parameter estimation, system identification, and control methodologies, which aims to

efficiently regulate the policies adopted by the Argentinian government to mitigate the pandemic spread. In

addition, it should be noted that this methodology can be straightforwardly extrapolated to other regions with

even different periods.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. Section 2 articulates the basics of epidemiological80

models most commonly used in the literature to describe the COVID-19 phenomenon. The model identifi-

cation approach is described in Section 3. Additionally, in Section 3, using real data the identified model is

validated. Section 4 analyses the impact of urban mobility changes on the pandemic spread in the AMBA

region. The main core of the control strategy proposed in this study is contained in Section 5. In Section 6

the application of the proposed controller is assessed and validated using empirical data. Finally, conclusions85

on the overall application of the proposed controller are provided in Section 7.

2. Epidemiological models

As evidenced from recent literature [12, 11, 7], the evolutionary dynamics of the COVID-19 pandemic

can be adequately described using well-known SIR models that account for susceptible (S), Infected (I),

and Recovered (R)2 individuals [3]. In this work, two SIR-model extensions are used, considering Exposed90

(SEIR) and Deceased (SEIRD) individuals.

2.1. Parameter definitions

N Total population

NICU Number of intense care units

2In SEIR, R stands for Removed.
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S Individuals susceptible to becoming infected95

E Exposed individuals, infected without symptoms yet

I Infected individuals

R Removed in SEIR and Recovered individuals in SEIRD.

D Deceased individuals

β likelihood of infection per unit time (1/day)100

γ inverse of the average time infectious individuals can infect others

ε inverse of the average latency time

ρ probability of an infected individual to die before recovery

ψ control signal

µ proportion of ICU occupancy105

αoff settling-time to leave lockdown

αon settling-time to start lockdown

σp fraction of plasma donation that recovers near-to-critical patients and reduces ICU occupation

σicu fraction of infected patients that need medical attention in the ICU

2.2. SEIR and SEIRD models110

The first SIR model extension is the SEIR model, which includes the group of Exposed individuals as an

additional state. In this case, the population balance should be maintained as S(t) +E(t) + I(t) +R(t) = N

∀t ≥ 0, hence R stands for Removed. The model equations are:

Ṡ(t) = −βI(t)S(t)
N

Ė(t) =
βI(t)S(t)

N
− εE(t)

İ(t) = εE(t)− γI(t)

Ṙ(t) = γI(t).

(1)
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Next, following the inclusion of the variable D(t) of deceased individuals as made by Morato et al. [12], the

SEIRD model is expressed as:

Ṡ(t) = −βI(t)S(t)
N

Ė(t) =
βI(t)S(t)

N
− εE(t)

İ(t) = εE(t)− γ

1− ρ
I(t)

Ṙ(t) = γI(t)

Ḋ(t) =
ρ

1− ρ
γI(t),

(2)

with N = S(t) + E(t) + I(t) +R(t) +D(t) ∀t ≥ 0, and here R stands for Recovered.

Particularly, considering the number of patients in hospitals H , the mild infected J , and the incoming115

travelers F , the SEJIHR model has been proposed and validated by Tagliazucchi et al. [9] for the AMBA

case using official data. In the approach used by Tagliazucchi et al. [9], the parameter β is adapted using cell

phone mobility data to account for population interaction. However, given the observed difference between

the number of cell phones and the total population, additional information besides the mobility data is required

to analytically adapt the SEJIHR model [9].120

Regarding the SIR and SEIRD model features, some advantages and disadvantages of each model can be

discussed. On one hand, the main advantage of the SEIRD model is its capability of describing infections

where there is a significant incubation period during which individuals have been infected but have not been

officially detected as infected individuals yet. During this period, the individual is in compartment E and could

be capable of transmitting the infection. Thus, the inclusion of the compartment E essentially distinguishes the125

SEIRD from the SIR model. Furthermore, the added compartment D allows the model to differentiate between

recovered and deceased individuals, in contrast to the SIR model where recovered and dead individuals are

considered as removed. On the other hand, some features of the SEIRD model that can be mentioned as

disadvantages can also be discussed. Firstly, the addition of compartments, i.e. E and D, requires knowledge

of additional system parameters. However, throughout the epidemiology literature [4], model parameters are130

generally considered constant, except for the contagion rate, β(t), which simplifies the use of the model. In

addition, the model parameters have been consistently estimated by Qin et al. [18], for example. Secondly,

accurate modeling on, for example, hospitalization conditions, death situation, or intensity of infection, cannot

be achieved with the SEIRD model. For those situations where a more precise epidemiology description

is required, an extended class of compartmental epidemiology models is available, as the ones considered135

by He et al. [6] or Tagliazucchi et al. [9], more focused on modeling rather than control. However, the

purpose of this study is widely covered by the considered SEIRD model, since an accurate estimate of infected

and hospitalized in intensive care units (ICUs) individuals are obtained using only the available official data
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Figure 2: Time representation considered for the estimation of β(t).

provided by the local health authority. Thus, the model allows for a control-oriented epidemiology estimation

and, consequently, forecasting. Therefore, from a control perspective, the high fidelity estimation achieved140

with the SEIRD model can be mentioned as an additional advantage.

Finally, it should be taken into account that, beyond the particular model, this study essentially provides

a methodological procedure for system identification and control of epidemiological problems. Thus, this

procedure does not strictly depend on the model nor the particular epidemiological case. Consequently, the

model could be replaced by another one according to a specific epidemiological situation, while the proposed145

methodology can be applied straightforwardly following the sequence presented in the following sections.

3. Identification and validation

The epidemiology models are shown in Equations (1), and (2) can be well described considering mostly

constant parameters which are determined from particular disease features, such as the average latency or

recovery times. Nevertheless, parameter β in Equations (1) and (2) depends on several time-dependent factors,150

although based on certain assumptions it can be considered constant. The approaches considering β constant

are useful for short-term descriptions, but as a time-dependent coefficient, the model has a better fit of the

empirical data (as evidenced in the works by Tang et al. [5] and He et al. [6]). Thus, more accurate long-term

models generally consider a time-dependent β(t), which is fitted employing daily information. Particularly,

the current population interaction and, consequently, the contagion rate is considered as the main driver for155

the daily definition of β(t).

In this study, β(t) is considered as a time-dependent coefficient. To this end, a continuous estimation

of the infection rate β(t) through an exhaustive-search moving-window optimisation routine is performed,

initially inspired in the approaches presented by Tagliazucchi et al. [9] and Kuniya [19]. The estimation

approach presented in this work is based on Eq. (1). Here, a constant ε = 1/5 is used as considered by160

Tagliazucchi et al. [9], while parameter γ is empirically determined for each case to improve the matching

between the estimated (simulated) and real data, which are provided by the Ministry of Health of Argentina

(MINSAL) for the AMBA case [10]. The essential definitions used in the optimisation routine presented in

this study are described in Fig. 2 considering a simulation step time k ∈ N. Additionally, in Fig. 2, ti and tk

represent the current and estimation times, respectively, while w` indicate the moving window length. Note165

that the estimation approach considered in this study uses past information, which leads to a w`-days delay in
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Figure 3: β(t) estimation results for w` = 5 (solid), w` = 10 (dashed), and w` = 20 (dotted) for the AMBA case between March 3

and July 7.

the estimation of β(t). Then, the value of ω` results negligible in comparison with the total disease duration,

which can be estimated in 19.76 days, considering 7.76 days for the incubation period [18] in addition to the

average 12 days to effectively course the disease. Note that, in accordance to the WHO [1] for the vast majority

of cases between 10 and 14 days, from its detection date, are required for a definite disease recovery. Then,170

mainly pursuing control purposes, considering the process dynamics the estimation delay can be neglected.

Furthermore, to obtain a smoother representation of β(t), even though the sampling time of the empirical

infected cases is 1 day, using interpolation and curve fitting strategies, 0.1 days is used as simulation time.

The recursive estimation approach considered in this study is defined as the following optimisation prob-

lem:

βk ← min
(1−δ)βk−1≤β≤(1+δ)βk−1

√
1

∆t

∫ ti

tk

(
Ii(t)− Îi(t)

)2
dt, (3)

where ∆t = ti − tk = w`. Additionally, in Eq. (3), Ii(t) represents the empirical active infected cases whilst

Îi(t) is obtained using Eq. (1) (second line). In addition, in Eq. (3), the optimisation domain (1− δ)βk−1 ≤175

β ≤ (1 + δ)βk−1 is defined to reduce the computational effort using the variation rate of β(t) to empirically

determine δ. Particularly in this study, δ = 0.2 is used for k ≥ 1, while the fixed optimisation range β ∈ [0, 5]

is considered for k = 0 to search over an extended range and avoid the use of an initial condition β0. Note

that, if an initial β0 is used, for example, β0 = 0.22 as considered by Tagliazucchi et al. [9], the optimizer

in Eq. (3) would develop a trajectory for β(t) which intersects the optimal paths (depending on w`) shown in180

Fig. 3.

The estimation of β(t) is carried out considering the period between March 3, when the first infected case

was detected, and July 7. Real data of active infected, I(t), totally removed (total recoveries plus deaths),

R(t), and accumulated infected cases, I(t) + R(t), reported by MINSAL [10] are used for validation. The

results of the estimation of β(t), for w` = 5, 10, and 20, are shown using solid, dashed, and dotted black185

lines, respectively, in Fig. 3. It is worth highlighting that all the key government interventions, for example,

the first lockdown implementation on March 19, can be noted in Fig. 3.
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Figure 4: Estimation of active infected, removed and accumulative infected cases for (a) w` = 5, (b) 10, and (c) 20, for the AMBA case

between March 3 and July 7. The active infected, removed, and accumulative cases are depicted with triangular, square, and circular

markers, respectively. The real (I(t) andR(t)) and estimated (Î(t) and R̂(t)) data are depicted with dashed and solid lines, respectively.

The results shown in Fig. 3 were obtained using a γ = 1/36, which was empirically tuned focusing on

the estimation-matching between real and estimated data (Î(t) and R̂(t)). Note that, even though the strict

meaning of the γ coefficient represents the transition rate from infected to recovery or removed (depending190

on the model), the value can be tuned using experimental data to represent a realistic case. It is important

to highlight that, although different values for γ have been considered in the literature [8, 7], γ is generally

deemed constant and, to obtain a model which describes the experimental measurements, β(t) is estimated as

a time-dependent coefficient in different ways.

In addition, Figs. 4(a)-(c) show the comparison between real cases (I(t) and R(t), dashed lines) and,195

estimated cases (Î(t) and R̂(t), solid lines) considering Eq. (1) for w` = 5, 10, and 20, respectively. The

active infected cases (I(t) and Î(t)), the total removed cases (R(t) and R̂(t)) and the total accumulative cases

(I(t) + R(t) and Î(t) + R̂(t)) are depicted with triangular, square, and circular markers, respectively. The

obtained matching between real and estimated data is worth highlighting, for all w` considered. It can be

noted that, in Fig. 3, the use of a wider moving window, w` = 20, acts as a low-pass filter in the estimation of200

β(t). Conversely, the utilization of w` = 5 allows for achieving higher fidelity estimations (Fig. 4(a)), while

the obtained β(t), in Fig. 3, shows a higher frequency-changing rate.

Finally, for the sake of validation and comparison between cases of different countries, the β(t) estimation

results for the AMBA and Spanish cases using a w` = 5 are shown in Fig. 5. It is important to highlight that,

even though the results in Fig. 5 are obtained considering the first infected case for both AMBA and Spain,205

the estimation analysis is performed within the period in which the Spanish recovery cases were available

(until May 18 when the Ministry of Health of Spain has stopped providing the recovery cases [20]). In

Figs. 5(a) and (b), with the same reference code used in Fig. 4, active infected (I(t) and Î(t)), removed (R(t)
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Figure 5: Estimation of active infected, removed, and accumulative infected cases, for the AMBA and Spanish cases from the first

infected case, using w` = 5. (a)-(b) The active infected, removed, and accumulative cases are depicted with triangular, square, and

circular markers, respectively. The real (I(t) and R(t)) and estimated (Î(t) and R̂(t)) data are depicted with dashed and solid lines,

respectively. (c) The estimation of β(t) is shown using a dashed and solid black line for AMBA and Spain, respectively.

and R̂(t)), and accumulative cases (I(t) + R(t) and Î(t) + R̂(t)) are depicted with triangular, square, and

circular markers, respectively. In addition, in Figs. 5(a) and (b), the real (I(t) and R(t)) and estimated (Î(t)210

and R̂(t)) data are depicted with dashed and solid lines, respectively. Additionally, in Fig. 5(c) the results

of the estimation of β(t) for the AMBA and Spanish cases are depicted using black-dashed and black-solid

lines, respectively.

Fig. 5(a) shows that the initial increase experienced by Spain is significantly higher than the one for the

AMBA, shown in Fig. 5(b). From the comparison of Figs. 5(a) and (b), it is important to note the order of215

magnitudes of the AMBA and Spanish cases (103 for AMBA and 105 for Spain). In contrast with the AMBA

experience, the larger number of total infected cases in the Spanish case is explained with the estimation of

β(t) for the first 40 days, which is always higher than the estimation of β(t) for the AMBA region during

the same period. However, after the 40th day, this relationship is inverted, and, consequently, infected cases

began to reduce in Spain while in AMBA the growing positive trend of infected cases was preserved, but220

from significantly lower initial conditions. Note that the fluctuating behavior in the Spanish case, shown in

Fig. 5(c) after day 45, is intrinsically related to the dynamics experienced by the number of infected indi-

viduals, depicted in Fig. 5(b) using blue lines. Hence with a precise inspection, the fluctuating behavior can

also be detected in the curve of the Spanish infected cases. Thus, the benefit of the actions considered by the

Argentinian government immediately after the first infected case, can be seen from the resulting estimation225
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of β(t) and its comparison with the Spanish case, which represents one of the most significant European

pandemic epicenters along with Italy [1].

In addition, it is worth noting the key role played by the estimation of the contagion rate β(t) for method-

ologies based on forecasting and projections such as predictive control strategies. Thus, using past and current

values of the contagion rate, with several different forecasting methods, future epidemiological dynamics to230

predict, for example, the peak value of the infected individuals, can be obtained. However, the forecasting of

β(t) is out of the scope of this study.

4. Impact of mobility on COVID-19 dynamics

To further validate the relation observed on the estimation of β(t) and the lockdown measures, Fig. 6

presents the relative variations of mobility on AMBA region, m(t), from mid-February to July 7th and the235

estimation of β(t) obtained usingw` = 5. Furthermore, for the sake of comparison and clarification,m(t) and

the estimation of β(t) are depicted in Fig. 6 using dotted-purple and solid-black lines, respectively. Relative

mobility data were obtained from Google LLC [21] for Buenos Aires city (CABA) and Buenos Aires province

(PBA) since there is not an available specific set of mobility data for the AMBA region. However, considering

that the AMBA is the industrial and financial area of the PBA and contains 80% of its population, mobility240

data for PBA and CABA can be considered as a good approach to the mobility data corresponding to the

AMBA region, mainly for this study.

Fig. 6 shows the impact on the mobility of the government measures. Firstly, a reduction of the citi-

zen’s mobility is observed as an immediate consequence of the lockdown initial date on March 19, which

represented the first phase of the Argentinian lockdown. A gradual decline is observed before this date as a245

response to the "Quedate en casa" ("Stay at home") campaign, promoted by the government on March 11 as

cases began to rise in the country. Circulation begins to recover as the lockdown phase changes (Phase 2 from

early April, and Phase 3 from early May). This trend continues after AMBA remains in Phase 3, but more

sectors return to activity with the government’s approval after mid-May as social lockdown relief measures.

However, given the rising trend on infected individuals (Fig. 5), the hard Phase-1 lockdown was reinstated250

and is effectively followed by an attenuation on the previous increasing mobility. Here, regardless of being

deemed by the government as a return to Phase-1, more exceptions are still applicable concerning the orig-

inal Phase-1, and the reduction in mobility is not as drastic as on March 19. This same drastic reduction is

observed in β(t) after Phase-1, which supports the previous observation on its correlation with the lockdown

measures. This decay is then slowed down by increasing mobility after the implementation of Phase-2.255

It is important to note that, even though the increasing trend of mobility throughout the different phases

of the lockdown applied in AMBA, social awareness and knowledge related to the COVID-19 contagion and
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Figure 6: Average mobility relative change and β(t) estimates (5-day estimate for the AMBA case between March 3 and July 7. Vertical

lines indicate the implementation of each lockdown phase. Measures increasing the number of activities excepted from the lockdown are

indicated by the vertical dashed lines.

prevention have also been increased. Then, as long as the mobility has increased the application of new

measures as, for example, the use of face masks, hand sanitizer, or even social distancing have been adopted,

which positively compensate the negative impact of the mobility.260

However, even though the time-varying coefficient β(t), which depends on many factors, globally repre-

sents the general contagion rate of the total population, mobility can be considered as one of the main drivers

directly affecting it. Thus, to provide a better insight into the existing link between the resulting estimation

of β(t) shown in Fig 3, and the global relative mobility m(t) depicted for the AMBA case in Fig. 6 with a

dotted-purple line, a cross-correlation analysis is provided in this study. To this end, the estimation of β(t) is

obtained using a w` = 5, while the analysis is performed in the period contained between days 30 and 110.

Note that, within the mentioned analysis period, both β(t) and m(t) describe a steady-state behaviour, given

that the transient response, generated by the first lockdown intervention, vanished before the thirteenth day,

as can be noted in Fig. 6. For the analysis, the following function is considered:

x̄(t) =
x(t)− x`(t)

max {x(t)− x`(t)}
, (4)

where t ∈ [30, 110], x(t) represents β(t) or m(t), x`(t) represents the linear trend of x(t), which is obtained

using standard curve fitting techniques based on least-mean squares, and finally, to compensate the different

variation ranges of β(t) and m(t), a maximum value normalisation is applied to define x̄(t). Note that,

considering Eq. (4), max {x̄(t)} = 1, and the maximum is always reached in the domain. Additionally, it is

worth highlighting that the increasing linear trend m`(t) can be seen in Fig. 6, where m(t) is indicated with
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Figure 7: (a) Results ofR(m̄(t), β̄(t)). (b) Normalized mobility m̄(t) (dotted-purple), the normalized β̄(t) (dashed-grey), and a shifted

version of the normalized β̄(t), β̄(t− 6) (solid-black).

a purple-dotted line. Then, a cross-correlation analysis between β(t) and m(t), which is computed as:

R(m̄(t), β̄(t)) =

∫ ∞
−∞

m̄(t)β̄(t+ τ)dt, (5)

is performed. In Fig. 7(a) and (b), the results of the cross-correlation (5) and the normalized variables m̄(t)

and β̄(t) in (4) are shown, respectively. In Fig. 7(a), the cross-correlation result is depicted with a solid-black

line. Here, the null hypothesis of no correlation between m̄(t) and β̄(t) was tested, obtaining a p-value of

p = 0.002, thus meaning that both signals are significantly correlated with a confidence level of 95%. In

addition, from the cross-correlation analysis the obtained lag (τ = d2 − d1) between these two variables, and265

consequently between β(t) and m(t), is approximately between 5 and 7 days, which is marked in Fig. 7(a)

with a shadowed blue area.

It is important to highlight that the obtained lag between β(t) and m(t) matches the latency period of

the disease 1/ε, i.e., the time between the infection and its detection as considered for the model identified

in Section 3. In addition, in Fig. 7(b), the normalized mobility m̄(t), the normalized β̄(t), and a shifted270

version of the normalized β̄(t), β̄(t−6), are depicted using dotted-purple, dashed-grey, and solid-black lines,

respectively. Furthermore, in Fig. 7(b) using the same reference code as in Fig. 6, the application of the

second and third lockdown phases are indicated using orange and yellow lines with star markers. Note that

all the lockdown and lockdown-like interventions applied by the Argentinian government have been precisely

detailed in Fig. 6. Finally, from the overall behaviour shown in Fig. 7(b), the existing link between the275

estimation of β(t) and the mobility m(t) has been quantified.

The results shown in Fig. 7(b) indicate the presented high correlation and causal relationship between

mobility and the contagion rate. Thus, the mobility, using the results in Fig. 7(b), is proven to be an effective
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social intervention to control the contagion rate and, consequently, the number of infected cases, which gen-

erally represents one of the main control objectives. By way of example, from the comparison of the events280

considered by the Argentinian government to affect social mobility, indicated in both Fig. 6 and Fig 7, it can

be seen that these actions, like the one indicated on day 63, directly impact the contagion rate β with a lag of

6 days, which is in the order of the incubation time [18].

5. Control algorithm

The proposed control algorithm seeks the minimization of the UCI occupancy and is based on two con-285

trol actions: alternating between different lockdown levels and the reduction of critically infected patients

employing plasma donation from recovered ones. Following this main performance objective, a significant

reduction in the number of deceased people can be achieved. It is important to take into account that there is

already a control procedure carried out by the government. It is far better than continuing with normal living

conditions, but it can also be improved. Here, the control algorithm proposed acts over the present situation,290

which can be sensed through the time-varying β(t) computed in section 3. Therefore, the open-loop (OL)

definition refers to the actual governmental control, and the SEIRD variables in OL with varying β(t) should

closely follow the official values reported for AMBA. Hence, the closed-loop (CL) regulation of the lockdown

levels should be applied over the actual lockdown situation.

The following equation is a modification of the one used by Morato et al. [12], in the context of this

pandemic in Brazil. Here the controller produces an output ψ(t) that regulates the lockdown in five different

levels. These are applied over the already implemented phases defined by the government authorities.

ψ̇(t) = αoff [1− ψ(t)] [1− u(t)] + αon [ψt − ψ(t)]u(t) (6)

The controller input u(t) switches between 1 and 0 according to the increase or decrease of the ICU

occupation, respectively. This input commands the strengthening or loosening of the lockdown. Parameter

ψt regulates the different levels, and is also a function of the fraction of ICU occupation concerning the total

number of ICU places:

µ =
σicuI(t)− σpR(t)

NICU
. (7)

It is computed as the rate σicu of infected (I) patients requiring an ICU minus the rate σp of the recovered295

patients (R) that have donated plasma to the first group, divided by NICU . The latter is used to recover some

of the hospitalized infected patients that would otherwise need an ICU.

The control levels go from 1 (ψt = 0.1) with stricter lockdown to 5 (ψt = 0.9) that allows more relaxed

living conditions, depending on the β(t) value which is being considered. The command to move from a

relaxed to a lockdown situation and vice versa is u(t). Note that u = 1 represents moving to a more strict300
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Figure 8: Diagram of the controller connected to the SEIRD model.

lockdown level, and ψ → ψt with a settling time αon. Instead, u = 0 represents a transition to a more relaxed

situation and ψ → 1 with a settling time αoff . Both time constants are determined from the analysis in

section 4.

Therefore, the occupancy of ICUs is benefited by an experimental treatment that is being implemented

in Argentina and other countries around the world which includes plasma donation from recovered patients3
305

[22, 23, 24, 25]. In most cases, this donation is applied to patients in near-to-critical situations, possibly

hospitalized, before they are admitted to the ICU. Approximately half the recovered patients that donate

plasma have the necessary antibody count or levels of Immune-globulin G (IgG) that benefit an infected

patient [26]. Also, donations are voluntary, and here a very conservative assumption is made that only 3%

of R donate plasma. Finally, this is an experimental procedure that recovers near-critical patients, and the310

literature [22] refers to an 80% effectiveness of patients receiving convalescent plasma. Therefore in this

simulation, a proportion of σp = 0.5 × 0.03 × 0.8 = 0.012 is considered, which is approximated to 1%

effectiveness of the recovered patients’ plasma donations. Concerning the infected patients requiring an ICU,

a σicu(t) is applied, based on the official occupation reports provided by MINSAL [10].

Therefore, in this dynamical system, the index that regulates the propagation of this virus is the product315

ψ(t)β(t). The first parameter ψ(t) is the one commanded by the controller. The second parameter β(t)

represents the actual situation of the population in terms of contagion, under government control. Therefore

this product modulates the mean transmission rate according to the different lockdown levels, in this case

in five levels. Here we have considered two different cases for β, one constant and the other time-varying.

The former is an average value, used for instance in the work presented by Tagliazucchi et al. [9]. The latter320

has been validated with the official data, as indicated in Fig. 4, and reflects the actual pandemic evolution

dynamics produced by the government decisions.

For social and political reasons, the transitions between phases cannot be frequent. Therefore this con-

troller can also regulate the minimum time in lockdown, which in this work, will be considered as 7 days.

Further variations of this minimum lockdown duration will not be explored here. A diagram of the controller325

3Another treatment developed in Argentina applies certain horse plasma to critical patients. It has not been considered here, but could

also decrease the ICU occupancy.
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is illustrated in Fig. 8.

Finally, we may describe the model and controller as follows, for example in the SEIRD case. For practical

purposes, and particularly in Argentina, we assume N ≈ S (see Fig. 9) then:

Ṡ(t)

Ė(t)

İ(t)

Ṙ(t)

Ḋ(t)


=



0 0 ψβ(t) 0 0

0 −ε ψβ(t) 0 0

0 ε − γ
1−ρ 0 0

0 0 γ 0 0

0 γ ρ
1−ρ 0 0





S(t)

E(t)

I(t)

R(t)

D(t)


, (8)

and,

ψ̇(t) = αoff [1− ψ(t)] [1− u] + αon [ψt − ψ(t)]u

ψt = f(µ), (9)

The model in (8) has a (quasi) Linear Parameter Varying (LPV)4 dynamics assuming ψ(t)β(t) can be

computed in real-time. The latter is true considering the slow dynamics of this model and that ψ(t)β(t) can

be updated daily or even faster. Equations (9) and (7) solve the 5 levels described previously depending on

the ICU bed occupancy µ. The quadratic stability of the model in equation (8) can be assessed by an LMI330

computed for all possible trajectories [27] of ψ(t)β(t). Since ψ(t)β(t) ∈ R, this region is a real interval and

only 2 LMIs need to be computed. Also, in this case, XASEIRD + ATSEIRDX < 0 for X > 0 is equivalent to

Re [eig(ASEIRD)] < 0 in both bounds of the interval (Theorem 4.3, [27]), being Re(·) and eig(·) the real part

and eigenvalue operators, respectively. The interested reader is referred to the work by Becker and Packard

[27] for a detailed discussion on the stability of LPV systems using, as in the case of this study, single335

Lyapunov functions. A comprehensible discussion on the stability of LPV systems is beyond the scope of this

study.

This system is clearly unstable, or in the best situation, it is marginally stable. Nevertheless, the controller

objective is not to completely stabilize it but only to attenuate the unstable growth so that the ICU occupancy

is below 100%. From matrix ASEIRD in equation (8), as will be seen in the example, it becomes clear that the340

eig(ASEIRD) for the upper bound of ψ(t)β(t) is marginally stable (3 poles in s = 0) up to β(t)ψ(t) < 0.071.

Above this value, a positive eigenvalue appears. This is reasonable because the objective is to decrease the

value of ψ(t)β(t) as much as possible. If naturally, the contagion rate β(t) does not decrease, the control

based on ψ(t) will decrease the product by other means, i.e. ψ(t) → 0 represents a stricter lockdown (level-

1).345

4The quasi terms refer to the fact that the time-varying parameter ψ(t) is not measured but estimated in real-time, and it depends on

two states of the model, I and R.
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CL constant CL (t) AMBA OL (t)

Figure 9: Comparison of the number of susceptible, exposed, infected and removed individuals for closed-loop control with constant

(dashed, round markers) and time-varying (solid, square markers) β, open-loop with time-varying β (dashed-dotted) and the official

AMBA records (solid with cross markers).

6. Example

In this section, considering the AMBA area, a case study is presented. The total population is N = 17.5

million and a 45-day simulation is initiated starting from May 28th. The SEIRD model has been considered

in two cases for β: constant and time-varying. The initial values are obtained from daily official information:

I = 8, 063, E = 3, 000, R = 3, 460 and D = 395. It starts with 2, 600 available ICUs, and 20% of them350

are already occupied. Some parameters have been obtained from the model proposed by Tagliazucchi et al.

[9] that have been validated with official data: β = 0.22 (in the constant case), ε = 0.196, and γ = 0.028.

For time-varying β(t), the estimate obtained in 3 with w` = 5 has been considered. This choice was made

to agree with the minimum lockdown duration of 1 week, to fully capture the effect of such lockdown on the

disease spreading dynamics.355

In addition, the settling times to restrict or release the lockdown are αon = 4 and αoff = 1, respectively.

These values were selected according to the response times observed in Fig. 6 due to the government’s mea-

sure. Releasing the lockdown was almost immediately reflected in mobility, while in both restrictive cases

(March 19th and July 1st) a 4-day delay was observed. A conservative value has been chosen for σp = 0.01

as explained in section 5. As previously mentioned, a time-varying σicu was considered. An identification360

procedure was performed based on least-squares, obtaining the evolution for this parameter throughout the
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(a) Controller modulations of lockdowns in 5 levels for β constant (dashed)

and time-varying (solid), considering a minimum of 1-week lockdown.

(b) ICU occupation for constant and time-varying β in both the controlled

and uncontrolled cases. AMBA is the official data for this region.

Figure 10

considered dates. For this, the objective was to match the available data for ICU occupancy as released by

MINSAL [10] with the one predicted by the SEIRD model on (2) for the open-loop case with time-varying β,

using moving time windows of two days and a 5-day estimate for β. This scenario corresponds to the present

lockdown regulations adopted by the government so far, reflected by the open-loop variable β(t) identified365

with day-by-day data from the start of the pandemic in Argentina. According to the communications of

PBA government officials, a decreasing trend in the rate of ICU admissions was found with the identification

procedure. Moreover, ρ was also fitted to match the official decease rate, obtaining ρ = 0.04.

In terms of stability analysis, the bounds on both time-varying parameters are ψ(t) ∈ [0, 1] and β(t) ∈

[0.1587, 0.826], therefore the interval of this product is β(t)ψ(t) ∈ [0, 0.826]. As a consequence the sta-370

bility of the LPV matrix ASEIRD(β, ψ) is established by its eigenvalues on both limits: eig[ASEIRD(0)] =

(0, 0, 0,−0.071,−0.2) and eig[ASEIRD(0.826)] = (0, 0, 0,−0.547, 0.275), clearly quadratically unstable due

to the last positive eigenvalue. Even in the constant case, i.e. β = 0.22, the upper bound of [ASEIRD(0.22)]

produces an unstable pole at s = 0.1128.

The results obtained for both closed-loop constant and time-varying β are shown in Figs. 9 and 10(a). In375

the former, the improvement achieved by considering the time-varying dynamics is observed. The closed-loop

with constant β leads to more infected subjects than the policy applied by the government, which corresponds

to the case with open-loop and time-varying β(t). The match between this last case and the government’s pol-

icy for AMBA is shown in Fig. 9, where the number of active infected and recovered subjects is the same for

both. This situation is further improved by the closed-loop with β(t) scenario. In the latter, as explained pre-380

viously, the control strategy is applied over the present lockdown adopted by the government so far, reflected
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in the variable β(t) identified with day-by-day data, which represents a real-time photograph of the present

situation. This official policy would correspond to ψ = 1 (no extra-regulation). It is understandably, less

restrictive than the closed-loop cases, due to political, social, and economic factors, as discussed in Section 3.

The modulation of lockdowns in levels proposed here is a consequence of the control algorithm through pa-385

rameter ψ(t) and would have had consequences over the real-time identification of β(t). In Fig. 10(a), the

constant β case requires a stronger modulation than the time-varying case, but even then it leads to a greater

number of infected people. In addition, the modulation intervals using the time-varying β are longer, which

is better from a social (and political) point of view. Again, the levels indicated by the controller are applied

above the lockdown phases defined by the government that correlates with the official mobility, as indicated390

in section 4.

In Fig. 10(b) the main objective of the controller results in a percentage of ICU occupancy that reaches

values over 91% for constant β, and then decreasing after a much stricter lockdown (see Fig. 10(a)) to 60%,

which is also the value for the ICU occupation under the government’s policy. This indicator is greatly reduced

when considering the closed-loop for time-varying β, obtaining less than 25% of used ICU places. Here, it395

is worth highlighting that the measures taken by the government helped in alleviating the demand for ICU

units in comparison with the uncontrolled situation (which reaches 100% occupation in around 22 days) and

the controlled scenario, both with constant β. This last scenario, despite having reached a higher occupancy

level as a consequence of less restrictive initial measures, can avoid the saturation of ICU units. Then, by

adopting a stricter policy as shown in Fig. 10(a), it can reduce ICU occupancy. However, as it is shown in400

the same figure, by considering the closed-loop varying dynamics of the pandemic spread, better outcomes

on ICU occupation would have been achieved and could be improved upon if this strategy is applied to future

lockdown modulations.

A comparison is made with different levels of plasma donation with time-varying β(t), including the case

where no plasma is applied to infected patients. The results are shown in Fig. 11(a). It is clear that the more405

recovered patients donate, the less demand for ICU will take place. This improvement represents a very useful

delay in reaching the peak of the pandemic, which buys precious time to be prepared, e.g. increasing ICU

places and/or promoting plasma donation. In addition, a lower occupation of ICU places represents also the

possibility to relax the lockdown, which in turn could activate the economy. Take into account that in this

example, the utilization of plasma represented by coefficient σp has been selected very conservatively (1%).410

With a higher percentage of effective donation as defined in section 5, the transition between levels could be

even better than the one obtained in Fig. 10(a), and even a complete liberation of ICU units would be achieved.

In addition, the number of deaths is also lower when using this controller combined with the time-varying

β, as illustrated in Fig. 11(b). In the same figure, a comparison with simulations without a controller (open-
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(a) ICU occupation for different levels of (voluntary) plasma donation.

AMBA is the official data for this region.

(b) Comparison of deaths with β constant and time-varying in open-loop

(OL) and closed-loop (CL). AMBA is the official data for this region.

Figure 11

loop) is also made, which verify that this controller reduces both, ICU occupancy and the number of deaths.415

This example is based on official data and some assumptions concerning the plasma donation procedure.

Presently, the actual value of ICU occupation is 59.7% with over 1600 deaths. They are above the ones

presented here with a time-varying β(t) in closed-loop, and well below the open-loop case (with constant β).

Once again, the efforts of the government by taking the necessary steps in terms of lockdown to preserve lives

are evidenced. Nevertheless, our results show that an even better strategy could be considered that would have420

decreased both values significantly, to 22.4% and 1,309 respectively.

7. Conclusions

A time-varying β(t) estimation, based on official data reflects the actual mobility situation among the

population. This is combined with a controller designed to reduce the percentage of ICU occupation, which

also decreases the number of deceased. These two results are the main core of this work. As a consequence,425

valuable time can be gained by delaying the peak of this pandemic by reducing the use of ICUs, with the

contribution also of plasma donation from recovered patients. A strong effort should be made to encourage

this donation because it could be of paramount importance to handle this disease.

The identification, analysis and design procedures performed in this work can be extended to any other

region, by using reliable data.430
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